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INTRODUCTION 

On May 19, 1992, a one day round table seminar was held in Ottawa, 

at the IDRC headquarter, on the following topic: EDUCATION IN 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA: CHALLENGES FOR RESEARCH, POLICY-MAKING AND 

PRACTICE. Co-sponsored by the International Development Research 

Centre CIDRC) and the University of Ottawa, the meeting was atten-

ded by twenty-four Canadian and African participants engaged in 

education in Sub-Saharan Africa at different levels: policy-

makers, researchers, practitioners or donor agencies. In addition, 

two people attended the meeting as observers. Appendix A presents 

the list of the participants and the obsevers. 

This report describes the seminar proceedings. It also summarizes 

the points and comments that were raised which could be helpful to 

the sponsors and the participants as well as to the whole commu-

nity of researchers, practitioners, policy-makers and donor agen-

cies involved in education in Africa. 
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The WHY of the seminar 

For thirty years, the issue of education has been of particular 

attention in Third World development including Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Education was believed to be not only a profitable investment but 

also the key to development. 

Like other donor agencies, the IDRC has done a substantial work in 

education in Sub-Saharan Africa and is expected to continue doing 

so. However, in recent years the role of education in the develop-

ment process is being reviewed in the light of past mistakes and 

increasingly limited resources. 

In this context, to optimize its educational interventions, the 

IDRC is now going through a process of restructuration which 

implies substantial changes in terms of the orientations of its 

programmes, and the redefinition of its work at regional level. 

The success of such a process requires that input be obtained not 

only from IDRC representatives in the field but also from its 

other actual or potential partners in education, such as policy-

makers, practitioners, NGOs, NGis and other donor agencies dealing 

with development issues in Sub-Saharan Africa. This means that 

input in terms of first hand information is needed from these key 

players or their representatives. 
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Therefore, the purpose of the seminar was for the IDRC officers to 

collect, on education in general and particularly on educational 

research, as many opinions and ideas as possible and from the 

perspectives of different key players in African education: 

policy-makers (ministry officials), donor agency officials, pra-

ctitioners, researchers. In his introductory remarks, Dr Daniel 

Morales-Gomez of the IDRC summarized it this w_ay: 

"The primary purpose of the seminar is for us at the IDRC to 

listen to you and to learn from you. We are in the process of 

policy definition for our programmes and we believe that this 

meeting can help us in deciding what directions the IDRC should 

take within education in Africa in the future." 

The problems addressed by the seminar 

The over-riding theme of the seminar was the role of educational 

research as a means of policy-making in Sub-Saharan Africa. How-

ever, the seminar was structured around three main sub-themes or 

sessions: Cl) Dynamics and Directions of Educational Changes in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, (2) Educational Research Capacity Building in 

Sub-Saharan Africa and (3) Issues of Collaboration and Partner-

ship. Nevertheless, given the complexity of educational issues, 

the speakers were not totally confined by the proposed themes. 

They were allowed to speak about any other subject in its inter-

relation with educational issues. 
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The HOW of the seminar 

The seminar was somewhat informal and 

and answers dialogue format. Each of 

structured in a questions 

the three sessions had a 

chairperson and four designated speakers among the participants. 

It is worth noting that many of these speakers spoke from their 

real positions while others (a few) were somewhat role playing. 

The chairperson had to elaborate briefly on the theme of the ses-

sion and then to close up with a question to which each speaker 

tried to answer from the perspective of the key player he/she was 

or was representing. The whole seminar was taped. This report is 

based on the transcripts of the tapes and the author's notes taken 

during the seminar. 

The three main sub-themes of the seminar constitute the main chap-

ters of the report. All the chapters, except the fourth one which 

is a concluding chapter, are presented in a similar format: 

a) Chairperson's background presentation: summary and the 

underlying question; 

b) Points raised by each speaker; 

c) Comments and questions raised during the discussion; 

d) Concluding remarks and summary. 
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DYNAMICS AND DIRECTIONS OF EDUCATIONAL CHANGES IN 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

1.1 CHAIRPERSON'S BACKGROUND PRESENTATION: SUMMARY AND THE 

UNDERLYING QUESTION (Chairperson: Sibry Tapsoba) 

During the past three decades, the expansion of investment in edu-

cation in Sub-Saharan Africa has been phenomenal. Since the inde-

pendence decade (the sixties), the conception of education as a 

capital investment with a high rate of return both to society and 

to individual has allowed the education sector to grow more rapi-

dly than most African economies. 

After three decades of rapidly increasing expenditure on educa-

tion, the results achieved have not matched the high expectations. 

The purely quantitative expansion of educational opportunities has 

had no notable effect on the elimination of poverty, of unemply-

ment and of socio-economic inequity. In many countries, educatio-

nal crisis has been worsening day after day. 

Such a situation can be attributed at least to three factors. 

First, education was believed to be the one and only determinant 

of development. Many other environmental factors, which affect 

the educational process, have been ignored. 
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Second, the large community of ordinary people has been margina-

lized within the education process. Third, the inequity of the 

international economic order and inflation in World prices which 

have contributed to the impoverishment of African countries. 

Such a state of affairs called for deep changes both in educa-

tional practice and in the theoretical orientation of the educa-

tional process. 

o Given that governments, which have been up to now exclusive 

financiers, organizers and providers of educational opportu-

nities, have been less and less able to fulfil their duties 

in this regard, there has been an increasing call, a need for 

the community as a whole to assume responsibility in the 

education process. 

o The need for curriculum re-orientation and teaching methods 

adaptation has emerged as the result of the inadequacy be-

tween educational system and societal needs. 

o Given that educational reforms have been planned and imple-

mented in many African countries, without significant impact 

on the educational practice, the need for rethinking the edu-

cational model in use has become a must. 
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From this brief review of the educational situation, the following 

key question was asked to the speakers: What have been and/or 

what should be the implications of educational research on these 

needed changes in education in Africa ? 

1.2 POINTS RAISED BY THE SPEAKERS 

Four speakers made their presentations from different perspecti-

ves. These can be summarized as follows. 

1. 2 .1 From an African Academic perspective <Daniel Sifuna) 

The role of African Academics CAA) in contributing to changes and 

development for the future in Africa is a difficult one. Up to 

now, the AA has been blamed for being part of ivory tower menta-

lity, indifferent to the problems of the suffering masses and more 

concerned with his/herself, engaged exclusively in academic re-

search for his/her own academic promotion. This is a reality that 

cannot totally be denied and whose explanation lies on two cate-

gories of factors: academic and socio-economic constraints. On one 

hand, as an academic, he/she faces the crucial dilemma of "Publish 

or Perish" CPP). To keep his/her job, he/she is supposed to be 

academically productive. So, his/her attempt to engage more in 

academic research is justified by his/her survival need as a pro-

fessional researcher. 
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On the other hand, as an individual, he/she faces the problem of 

harsh socio-economic and political crisis. Having to cope him/ 

herself with increasingly harsh living conditions, he/she does not 

have enough time for research. Consequently, there is little room 

left for non-academic reseach. 

Nevertheless, it appears clearly that, within the present crisis, 

change has become a must in the AA's particular perspective. In 

his/her role of knowledge generator and disseminator, he/she has 

to play a new and more dynamic role in development. He/she will 

have to engage in both academic and development related research. 

For this to happen, other factors that affect AA's professional 

and individual living conditions have to be eliminated or minimi-

zed. 

If conditions are going to be made so that the AA can operate 

effectively, there are two important research areas which, if 

properly addressed, can make a difference. One concerns the 

factors or forces that affect the educational process although 

they are external to the sector. Within this area, in terms of 

research the AA will have to look at issues like: 

o Population growth and poor cultural policies; 

o External debt and structural imbalances; 

o Wage policies, poor nutrition and drug abuse; 

o Civil war and refugies problems, etc. 
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The other area concerns the problems that affect educational pro-

cess and which are internal to the sector. Research directly rela-

ted to the educational sector wil have to address issues like: 

0 Demobilization of 

How do we allocate 

increasingly 

the scarce 

diminishing resources: 

resources to different 

sectors and within the educational sector ? 

o Declining enrolment: What internal factors can help 

improve the enrolment rate ? 

o Teaching-learning conditions: What internal factors can 

help improve teaching-learning conditions ? 

o Quality of education: How can quality of education be 

improved ? 

o Teaching materials: What appropriate teaching materials 

should be used to improve the quality of learning ? 

Summary. The African academic CAA), who has been concerned mainly 

with academic research for his/her own academic promotion, turned 

to be aware of the more complex role he/she has to play to contri-

bute to development in general and to educational development in 

particular. He/she has to supply a variety of quality information. 

This will be made possible if some of his/ her working and living 

conditions are improved. 
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1. 2. 2 From a donor agency perspective <Mejomo Coulibaly) 

Donor agencies recognize that research can contribute to the so-

lution of the educational crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa. They do 

favour the research networking approach, both at national and 

regional levels, not only to deal with present educational crisis 

but also to anticipate for the future. 

Nevertheless, they believe that, in dealing with education and 

educational research issues in Sub-Saharan Africa, at least four 

important aspects need to be considered and addressed. The first 

aspect concerns priority definition. Instead of continually 

blaming donor agencies for imposing their own research agendas, 

African countries themselves should begin by identifying and 

clearly defining their own educational strategic areas and then 

their research priorities. Such education and educational resear-

ch agendas should be well articulated within national development 

plans, in a regional integration perspective. 

The second aspect relates to the project effect persistence and 

the project multiplier effect. Many projects that have been funded 

have rarely had long lasting effects on educational systems. In 

many cases, even when projets have been highly effective and suc-

cessful, their effects remain only as long as external support is 

given. 
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So, African educational researchers should try to find ways of 

maintaining and multiplying positive project effects beyond fo-

reign support. 

Third, project funding mechanisms. It is important that financial 

responsibilities of each educational partner local government, 

donor agency, supporting NGO, local community and the recipient 

institution be clearly defined and assumed. Besides new fun-

ding resources, new funding mechanisms or alternatives to foreign 

financing support should be sought, locally, nationally and 

regionally. 

The fourth aspect concerns the usefulness and the practicality of 

educational research. Donor agencies believe that educational re-

search in Africa tends to be more theoretical, more geared towards 

confirming existing theories than solving current educational 

problems. They urge African eductional researchers to realize that 

what is needed at this stage is immediat usable knowledge and 

skills for decision-making and educational problem solving. 

Without denying the usefulness of theoretical research, donor 

agencies give top priority to applied research, to research 

related to current problems in educational systems. 
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"Ce qui interesse les bailleurs de fonds et les d'cideurs politi-

ques, Mr Coulibaly said, ce sont les ,l,ments de solutigJls aux 

probl~mes concrets qui se posent dans les syst~mes ltducatifs." 

1. 2. 3 From the practitioner's perspective CW. T. ·Waaani) 

Practitioners (teachers> are strongly inter_ested in micro-level 

research. This means that from their point of view, research as a 

tool for education development should address day to day classroom 

and school running problems. Within this perspective, research 

will address issues like: 

o The issue of knowledge and skills delivery system that 

will be appropriate to induce changes; 

o The minimum packages of knowledge and skills required to 

enable children to survive in society with a minimum 

level of dignity; or 

o The essential knowledge and skills children need to sur-

vive in their society; 

o What essential skills and knowledge a teacher needs to 

be an effective change agent ? 

o Teacher's characteritics that enhance his/her effecti-

veness; 
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o Vhat will be the approriate training level for an effec-

tive primary and secondary school teacher ? 

o What kind of incentive should be used to boost teacher's 

morale ? 

o The effective ways of transferring the learned knowledge 

and skills from classroom to living situations; 

o The appropriate method that will maximize the acquisi-

tion of required knowledge and skills; 

o The research methodology the teacher can engage in 

·within the classroom to 'facilitate change; 

o The outside classroom activities that can help to 

enhance learning process; 

o What equipment do we need to teach effectively ? 

o How can the teacher do without traditional teaching 

materials ? 

o How to develop teacher's creativity ? 

o Administrator's and supervisor's activities that can 

help enhance learning process; 

o How to teach and develop learning to learn ability ? 

o What classroom size effective teaching-learning interac-

tion requires ? 

o Management of huge-number-student classrooms; 

o How to teach and help to develop higher-order thinking 

skills such as problem solving, critical thinking and 

reasoning ? 
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perspective CChrist·ine 

The issue examined here was the educational reforms in Sub-Saharan 

Africa, especially in French speaking countries. Three aspects 

were considered: the reason for educational reforms, issues consi-

dered within educational reforms, and the why_ of educational re-

forms failure. 

Why educational reforms were undertaken ? 

For many Sub-Saharan African countries, the root of educational 

reforms lies on many factors. Some of them are: 

o Growing demand for school places versus growing cost of 

education; 

o Elitist schooling system: little or no schooling is 

provided to half or more of school age children; 

o Schooling is dispersed on a highly discriminatory basis, 

favoring ·urban males and wealthy people; 

o Irrelevance of the curriculum for emerging social and 

economic needs; 

o Neglect of technical and vocational courses; 

o Growing problem of educated unemployment, frequently co-

existing with shortages in certain specialized fields; 
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Exceeding inefficiency reflected 

rates; 
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of failure, repeaters 

by low completion 

Declining 

that those 

quality at all levels of education, meaning 

who completed their education cycle have 

learned very little. 

Some· issues dealt with by educational reforms 

In many countries reforms addressed issues like: 

o Democratization, in terms of enlarged access; 

o Unit cost reducing; 

o Relevance of education systems and curriculum content 

in regard to socio-cultural and economic needs; 

o Linkages between education and producti·ve work; 

o National languages as education vehicule; 

o Flexible systems in terms of automatic promotion, at 

least at some levels of the elementary school; 

o Craft centres, and curriculum "ruralization"; 

o Efficiency: in terms of providing more pupils with a 

minimum basic education (high completion rates); 

o Effectiveness, in terms of completers having acquired 

essential and usable knowledge and skills; 
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The Vby of educational refonas failure 

Educational reforms in Sub-Saharan Africa, especially in French 

speaking countries, did not work for many reasons. 

First, organizational barriers. By organizational barriers it was 

maint the fact that social, cultural and economic needs are not 

identified and defined; the fact that educational goals and obje-

ctives are not defined or are ill-defined; and when they are well 

de£ined, they are not taken into account in terms of resources 

allocation; the fact that education staff, teachers and education 

officers, are not trained to support education reforms; the fact 

that educational reforms are conceived for but without the people. 

Second, administrative barriers. These are essentially factors 

such as bureaucratization of the system; overcentralization: up-

down ·style of decision-making. 

Third, philosophical factors. One of philosophical barriers is 

the lack of educational model. There is no answer to the ques-

tion of what type of citizen the education system should produce. 

The other philosophical barrier is that there is a gap between 

what the reforms propose to society and what society expects from 

a school system (the perception of education on the part of 

society, the public). 
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Fourth, structural factor. Graduates from reformed systems do not 

always find opportunities to be utilized according to the way they 

have been trained. 

Fifth, political instability. As governments and ministries change 

too often, with each change of government or ministry comes a 

change in plans and programs. There is a constant turnover of go-

vernment officials at all levels. 

From the presenter's point of view, it is a big mistake to believe 

that we can solve all the economic, social, cultural and political 

problems through education alone. Changes are not to be expected 

.from educational interventions alone, no matter how good and how 

effective they are and how strongly they are based on educational 

research. 

1.3 ·QUESTIOHS ABD·a>MMBtlTS ·RAISED·DURI:HGTHE·DISCUSSIOH 

Of all the comments and questions raised during the discussion pe-

riod, the most important are the following. 

a) African Academics• basic activation for research 

One of the realities that have been recognized is the African 

academics' primary motivation for research: their own academic 

promotion and the search for (international) peer approval. 
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Nevertheless, according to some comments, under some conditions it 

takes more than financial or promotional incentive to be really 

involved in research. For instance, for some individuals, the high 

interest for research has been found to be a stronger motivato·r 

. than f ina·ncial and promotional concerns. 

b) Theoretical ver.sus applied research: a false oppositio,n 

For some participants, the contradiction between theoretical and 

applied research, between research for knowledge advancement and 

utilitarian research, is a false one. Third World countries need 

both applied research as well as theoretical research. These two 

types of research are not an either/or choice. They are complemen-

tary to one another. 

If there is a problem, it should be one of dosage between the two 

kinds of research, or one of priority ranking. And this does not 

mean that theoretical research should be excluded. 

c) African Academics' ability to publish 

No-matter what kind of research they engage in, theoretical or ap-

plied research, African academics do not publish enough to meet 

the need. But the situation is particularly worse in the case of 

applied and development-oriented, problem-oriented research. 
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applied research. 
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research should not be accused of impeding 

Some of the reasons given for the lack of 

applied research in education are: 

o There is no demand· for research on the part of govern-

ments; governments are almost coerced by donor agencies 

to ask for research. 

o Inadequacy of African Academics' training. Their trai-

ning is more theory-oriented than problem solving orien-

ted. Mainly trained abroad, they are more adaptative 

than innovative/creative, more extrovert than locally 

oriented. 

o Lack of time. Academics in Africa are involved both in 

struggle for life and in day to day university running 

activities: teaching huge number of students, planning, 

meetings, committee and sub""'°oamittee activities. So, 

there is no time left for research, especially problem-

or iented research. In .many Sub-Saharan African coun-

tries, Academics are in a context of survival. They hold 

two to three jobs to make a living wage. This exacerba-

tes the lack of time. 
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d) Pace in research process versus ·urgent developaent· 

prob leas 

Research by African academics is accused of taking too much time. 

On one hand, development problems are notably urgent and decisions 

are to be taken as quick· as possible; on the other hand, solid re-

search takes time to come to fruition. In t_his context, African 

academics are expected to anticipate research problems, to con-

duct research anticipatively, so that findings can be available 

when problems arise in the vital space of practical affairs. 

e) Research £indings appllcation 

.Ano·ther point that has been raised is the fact that, in some 

countries, applied research findings pile in the ministry of edu-

cation and are never looked at, whereas decisions are taken 

without any consideration for related research findings. 

f) Education and indigenous knowledge 

Everyone has ordinary knowledge, also called indigenous knowledge. 

Everyone has it, uses it and offers it. This is true for every 

.human being, including ordinary Afr leans. Of course ordinary 

knowledge is not homogenous. 
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Some ordinary knowledge is more reliable, probably .more true than 

others. Social problem solving heavily relies on good ordinary 

knowledge. ·With this in mind, an observer asked the following 

question: 

What has been done, in terms of educational research, to identify, 

to validate and to integrate the African indig.enous knowledge into 

the education system ? What has been done, in terms of educational 

research, to integrate the culture of the African society into the 

educational system ? The answer never came. 

h) Limits of education system as a development driving 

force 

There are limits, a participant said, to what education and educa-

tional research can do in the struggle for development. Educa-

tion is a sub-system within the whole society system which inclu-

des social, economic, political ... sub-systems, acting at local, 

national, regional and international levels. If it is true that 

education is a prerequisite to development, it is not ·the missing 

piece of the development puzzle. As a part of the whole, education 

and educational research are necessary but ·not sufficient condi-

tions for development. They become driving forces of development 

only when they are integrated in an overall development policy 

whereby every sub-system adequately plays its own part, 
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where all the sub-systems are complementary to one another and 

when they are implemented in a favorable national and internatio..,. 

nal setting. This does not mean that nothing is to be done in the 

educational sector. Rather this highlights the need to keep that 

reality in mind when criticizing the education and educational 

research sub-system. 

i) Education system in Botswana: A aodel ? 

The point made by professor Hopkin Cfrom Botswana> can be cited 

·to illustrate the above statement. According to Mr Hopkin, the 

context of aid in education and educational research is very 

important for their success or failure. Like many other developing 

countries, since its independance Botswana has been receiving aid 

to develop its education system. According to donor agencies, aid 

invested in education and educational research in Botswana is now 

paying off and Botswana is turning away aid. The explanation given 

by Mr Hopkin for the success of Botswana education system lies on 

three factors: 

o Economic stability: relative good business atmosphere; 

o Political stability: few change at political level; 

o Corruption is held at minimum level. When compared to 

many other African countries, Botswana is, Mr Hopkin 

said, relatively an uncorrupted country. 
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j > Science and· technology research ·versus, ·non-science· and· 

non-technology ···research 

Research on cul·ture is not valued and not funded by donor agen-

cies. To get funded, researchers have to go into research on 

science and technology. For instance, it is almost impossible for 

researchers in linguist·ics, in cultural aspect_s of the curriculum 

to get ·funded. Such a situation hampers not only curriculum refor-

ms but also the social issues of education. This is the same for 

any qualitative research which is used in many educational 'inves-

stigations. How can we expect the school system to respond to so-

ciety needs if this kind of research is not encouraged ? 

k > · Education and educational research priori·ties sett-ing 

The question of who determines priorities in education and educa-

tional research arose several ·· times during the discussion. From 

the debate, two levels of authority are involved in this process, 

with the first often being the most determining because of the 

weight of its financial input: donor agencies, and decision-makers 

or politicians. However a point was made to justify the tight con-

trol by donor agencies of the priorities definition process: often 

African politicians fail to determine their own agendas, so they 

only adopt the agendas of donor agencies. 
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As for African academics, educational researchers and practitio-

ners as well as community, it appeared that they have no input in 

this process. 

1) Developaent-oriented · educational research: soae condi-

tions 

Problem-oriented educational research will have implications on 

changes under several conditions, of which ·the most important are: 

o The need for the research to be integrated to the commu-

nity where the problem arose, meaning that those people 

need to be involved in the research priority identifi-

cation and research objectives definition. 

o The need for the research to be conducted within the 

context where the problem arose. 

o The need for research findings to be not only published 

and disseminated (among peers), but also popularized 

(translated from scientific to professional document 

and made financially affordable for practitioners who 

can use them. 

m) African educational researchers: a need for trust 

In some cases, African educational researchers feel untrusted by 

both national governments and donor agencies. 
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On one hand, instead of using local expertise, national govern-

ments, for no evident reasons, prefer bringing in experts from 

outside to do research on education. On the other hand, when they 

fund research projects in a country, donor agencies also bring in 

foreign experts, even if they can locally find highly qualified 

people, trained abroad and often whose training were funded by 

them. 

1 • 4 ·COllCW&lllG REMARKS· AllD- SUMMARY 

For educational research to have impact on changes, four areas of 

intervention emerged from the presentations and the discussion: 

the general situation; the African academics;· the donor agencies 

and the governments or decision-makers. 

A. General situation 

a) The importance of education and educational research in 

the process of bringing changes should be recognized; 

b) The complexity of education and educational research 

needs to be taken into account; 

c) For educational research to have any impact on changes 

in education, African educational researchers will have 

to play a more complex role .. 
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d) The need for all educational players, including grass-

root players, to be involved in the process of educa-

tional priorities definition, education and educa·tional 

research goals and objectives definition; 

e) The need for education·and educational research priori-

ties to be articulated with and integrated into an over-

all national development plan; 

f) The need for diversifying funding mechanisms in educa-

tion and educational research process; 

g) The need for educational research as development tool to 

address day to day practical problems in ·educatio·n; 

h> The working and living conditions of African academics 

that affect their productivity ·need to be dealt with; 

i) The need to reconcile and not to oppose applied and 

theoretical research; 

j) The need to recognize that educational problems are 

often due to non-educational factors; 

k) The paradox of the need for quick answers to develop-

ment problems and the time-consuming character of good 

research; 

l) The need for African academics to anticipate research 

problems and to anticipatively conduct investigations on 

them before they arise; 

m) The need for research findings to be published, 

disseminated and popularized. 
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B. African academics 

African academics were blamed in the fol-lowing issues: 

a) They do ,not publish enough and when they do, their pu-

blications are theory-oriented instead of being problem-

oriented; 

b) Their primary motivation for publishing concerns their 

own academic promotion and (international) peer 

approval; 

c) They are not innovative/creative enough in terms of 

research, although development problems ask for creative 

research; 

d) They are not interested in research on indigenous know-

ledge that should be validated and integrated into the 

education system; 

e) Their research process lasts too long while answers to 

development problems are quickly needed. 

C. Donor agencies 

Donor agencies were blamed for the following aspects: 

a) They impose their education and educational research 

agendas; 
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b) They prioritize science and technology research and are 

unwilling to fund non-science and non-technology re-

~earch projects; 

c) They do not trust local experts, not even those whose 

training abroad was funded by them; 

D. Governwaents or· deci&ion-aakers 

a) They are towed by donor agencies in many educational 

issues and do not effectively play their decision-making 

role; 

b) They fail to determine their own agendas in education 

and educational research process; 

c) They do not trust national experts and prefer bringing 

-in foreign experts; 

d) They do not demand for research and are forced by donor 

agencies to do so; 

e) They do not respect educational priorities, in terms of 

resources allocation; 

f) They do not always recognize African. academics' role as 

-change agents; 

g) They are exclusively engaged in and concerned with 

short-term political interests. 
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HI· SUB-

2. 1 ·CHA·IRPBRSOH1·S · BACJCGROUH9 · · PRESBHTA·TIOH: · SUHMA,RY · ·AtlD THE··· 

·UHDERLYUIG OOBSTIOH. <Chairperson: Kabiru Kinyanjui) 

In the last ten years, the concept of capacity building <CB) has 

become very fashionable. It has been widely used in many fields: 

in management, economics, agriculture and health ... Yet there is 

in Africa a major initiative by donors -called African Capacity 

Building Initiatives <ACBI), and a foundation to deal with these 

initiatives has been established in Harare <Zimbabwe), with the 

World Bank as the major force behind the project. 

For African academ1cs, this new concept or the use of this old 

concept in educational research area raises a serie of questions 

that should stimulate thinking and retain attention·during such a 

seminar. The following are some of them: 

o How does CB in education or educational research differ 

from training and manpower development which tended to 

be dominant in the sixties and the seventies ? 

o How does CB in educational research lead to other kinds 

of capacity which are required for implementation of 

educational changes and for management of changes ? 
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o How can CB in educational research enable communities, 

NGOs and other players who, in the past, have been in 

the periphery of the ,education system, to get involved 

in education and in management of educational changes ? 

o How does the concept of CB lead ·to capacity utilization 

CCU) ? 

o What does CU mean and what are its mechanisms ? 

o .ffow can we sustain capacity within society ? 

o What kind of competence is needed for researchers to be 

capacity building agents in education ? 

o How can CB strengthen researchers' environment, which 

has been increas.ingly dominated by outsiders and the 

donors community, so that research priorities and re-

search agendas can be set by the main players and those 

who are affected by the educational system in their 

national context ? 

o In the context of CB in educational research, don't we 

need to go beyond just carrying the research and disse-

minating its findings to incorporate into it mechanisms 

for utilization of these findings ? 

o Isn't there a need to build linkages between universi-

ties and users of research findings as part of CB ? 
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o What advocacy part can researchers play so that they are 

not just knowledge generators· and disseminators but also 

activists in communicating that knowledge and 9etting it 

utilized ? 

According to the chairperson there is in the context of CB, a 

need to criticize and to question the project _ approach favored by 

donor agencies which creates an illusion of capacity building. 

Projects operate under artificial conditions, with funds, easy 

access to ministers, to foreign exchanges, to equipments, books 

and other kinds of valuables. As long as these artificial condi-

tions are maintained, things go right and this creates an illu-

sion of capacity being created. But, once they move out, allong 

with all these conditions, there is no capacity left. 

Also needs to be raised, within CB process, the ability of availa-

ble capacity to innovate, to be creative, to challenge the exis-

ting ideas coming from the outside through the donors' mechanisms, 

through oversea's training or through colonial heritage. The back-

ground presentation ended with a two-fold question addressed to 

the speakers: 

a) What does CB mean in educational research in the 

present context of Africa ? 

b) How is it emplemented and practiced by the various 

players ? 
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2.2 POIHTS RAISED BY·THESPEAKERS 

2.2.1 Fro• African acadeaics• perspective (Anna Katahore; 

Hakerere University) 

Five components of CB emerged from African academics' perspective. 

First of all, there is a haaan resource· devl!'.lopaent ·(HRD) ,di·Mn-

sion. Building capacity in educational research requires that 

human resources be developped; that professional researchers at 

senior level be trained. There is a need to train people who can 

design and carry out research in terms of creating new knowledge, 

people who can train and supervise junior researchers as well as 

stimulate and sustain an inquiring mind of research, a critical 

analysis spirit in society as a whole and in the community of 

junior researchers. 

The second component of CB in educational research is· the·utiliza-

tion of· senior researchers who are- currently located in Africa. 

Expatriate consultants are being brought to the continent while 

national and regional experts with the same competence are being 

.. underutilized. As part of CB in educational research, there ·should 

be a full utilization of already existing researchers at the na-

tional and regional levels. 
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The third component deals with developing and sustaining an ·infra-

structure for research in African countries. At the moment, the 

research infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa is very fragile. 

Th11s, capacity building in educational research implies that 

strong and permanent infrastructures are established for research 

and analysis in African countries. This means that staff, physical 

and technical facilities, libraries and data bases are needed as 

part of CB. 

The fourth dimension concerns the evolving of research framework 

and methods appropriate to African context. Most of educational 

designs and methodologies currently being used are based on prio-

rities and conditions which were developed ·in particular contexts, 

generally in the West. African CB in educational research requires 

not only that those Western models of framework, research designs 

and method~logies be adapted to local context, but also that new 

ones dealing specifically with local current problems be evolved. 

The fifth component deals with develop·ing <laecbanisas £or ... prOWloting 

deaands for research, promoting research findings disseaination 

and utilization. On one hand, if there is no demand for research, 

perhaps it is because people do not realise how useful research. 

findings can be for them, in their day to day work. There is a 

need to stimulate research demands from those who may need it. 
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On the other hand, there is no use doin9 research, be it applie~ 

or not, if research findings cannot be made available to those who 

need them either for decision-making or for day to day problem 

solving. 

Research in Africa has no major impact on 

practitioners go about their daily work. 

policy-making, on how 

T~is is -partly because 

little attention has been paid to developing mechanisms for disse-

mination and· use of research findings. So mechanisms need to be 

developed to ensure that educational players know how research 

can help in ·their daily work, what research findings are available 

and how they can get them and use them in solving their daily pro~ 

blems. 

2.2.2 Fro• HGO perspective (Yaya Mede Moussa, ASTED, Benin) 

In the context of CB, there are reasons, and there is room for 

NGOs in educational research in Sub-Saharan ·Africa. First, gene-

rally speaking, research infrastructures in the higher education 

institutions are fragile. And research activities are kept at 

minimum level in most fields. Second, on one hand, official re-

search institutions (the universities) in French speaking Sub-

Saharan Africa, particularly in former French colonies, have no 

faculties of education. 
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On the other hand.. non-university high education institutions 

such as "Ecoles Normales Sup6rieures" (ENS), which ought to play 

an active part in educational research, are not interested in or 

have no time for educational research. Consequently, educational 

research has little or no room in these two types of higher 

education institution. 

Third, institutions that have been created with a mandate to be in 

charge of educational research, such as "l'Institut national de 

formation et de recherche en education" <INFRE), in Benin, are 

.not able to attract and keep educational researchers. Indeed, 

their official administrative status are disadvantageous when 

compared to those of the first two types of institutions. The 

researchers are not as well paid and promoted as their colleagues 

at "the university or at the "Ecole normale sup6rieure". So, at the 

first opportunity, they leave the institution for good conditions 

elsewhere. This is the case in Benin. Of course, these statements 

cannot be formally generalised to other French speaking African 

countries without related data. However, from regional seminars 

and meetings held among people interested in educational research, 

it seems that the situation is similar within the whole region. 

Given such a situation, HGOs are being considered good alternati-

ves with regard to educational research in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Accordingly, there is room for NGOs in educational research. 
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That is the context within which HGOs such as ASTED (Association 

Science et Technologies Educatives pour le D6veloppement) in 

Benin, and ROCARE CR,seau Ouest et Centre Africain pour la Recher-

che en Education) came into existence with mandates to play an 

active role in educational research. 

To summarize, in ·tbe context of CB,· educationa_l research co-nity 

sboald include collective players such as ·11GOs· which are i·nteres-

ted in educational research and are able to do it. 

2.2.3 Fr,oa governaentofficials' perspective '(Anna Ohara) 

From government officials' perspective, CB seems to be conceived 

as a process through which more researchers and a new type of 

researcher will be produced. 

MORE.RESEARCHERS 

Contrary to all apparences, ministries do need more research on 

several aspects of education. To run the education system effecti-

vely and efficiently, they need a wide range of factual, analyti-

cal information and research findings on: (1) input variables, (2) 

process variables, (3) output variables, (4) match between educa-

tion and society, and so on. 
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Based on this huge need of data, producing -more educational re-

searchers has become imperative for ministries which have to sup-

ply their countries with good citi·zens and a competent workforce. 

A Dl•Ff'EREHT ··TYPE OF ·RESEARCHER 

Ministries need not only more researchers but also a new type of 

researcher. There is a need for researchers able to engage in both 

responsive (curative) research and increasingly in anticipative 

(preventive) research. There is a need for researchers who are 

highly skilled in both quantitative and qualitative investigation, 

willing and able to engage both in theoretical and increasingly in 

applied (functional) research. There is a need for researchers who 

will do research, disseminate research findings and help to get 

them utilized. This new type of researcher needed is supposed: 

o To have sol id knowledge of his/her own education syste•; 

o To be exposed to other African education systems; 

o To know what other countries have tried and particularly 

what it did cost; 

o To have read about, have travelled and experienced 

different education systems; 
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o To have a global perspective on educa·tion in developing 

countries, issues and different experiences; 

o To interact positively not only with other researchers 

at the national or regional levels (university, ministry 

or NGO researchers) but also with education professio-

nals at different levels: from the grassroot practitio-

ner to the top 11ana9e11ent level. 

South-South exchange and southern documentation centres are some 

of the mechanisms that can help to realise these two objectives. 

At the moment, south-south exchange of information and ideas is 

lacking. No donor is presently willing to encourage regional and 

continental exchanges. Donors, southern NGOs and NGis should col-

laborate to deal with ·.the issue of organizing and maintaining 

documentation centres and encouraging South-South exchanges. 

2.2.4 Fro• a teacher's· perspective (Justin Galabawa 

University of Dar-es-Salaa, Tanzania) 

The speaker spoke on behalf of two types of classroom teacher: C 1) 

the primary school teacher and (2) the secondary school teacher. 

How .is CB perceived by these two·types·of·practitioner? 
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o A · HR·D -aechanisa,; aimed at producing an elitist class of 

people who are supposed to work in the universities, in 

the high institutions of ·curriculum developement or in 

the research centres. 

o In terms of structure, CB are highly centralized struc-

tures of research, found in universities and in urban 

areas and never in rural areas. They_ need a lot of -money 

from both governmen-ts and donors. 

o In terms of leadership, ·they are groups of local people, 

rigidly connected with donors and the outside world, 

having very little connection with grassroot (primary 

school or secondary school teachers, for instance). 

How would they like ·it to be ? 

o A group of people who come down to practitioners and try 

to improve things at >the ·grassroot; 

o A system where new research knowledge is fed back to the 

· school system, at the grassroot, at the school level, at 

the community level, the village level; 

o They would like to be provided with both da·ta on diffe-

rent aspects of the school system and with skills to ef-

fectively play their role as change agents. 
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o ·Through CB they would like to aquire competence to deal 

effectively with their mu-ltiple roles: teacher role, re-

source mobilizer role and community effort lllObilizer 

role. 

2. 3 ··QUES'l'IOllS AllD COMMENTS ·RAISED· ·.DUIU:HG · THE· 'DISCUSSION 

The most important comments and questions raised during the dis-

cussion period can be summarized as follows: 

a) .. Gover'maent officia·ls and national ,.researchers do not 

have-easy dialogue: soae explanation 

There is no doubt, ministry officials and African academics do 

not always have an easy dialogue. T·he explanation lies at least 

partly in two factors. First, ministry officials often feel that 

national researchers are generally critical of them, that they do 

not appreciate the work and working methods of ministries. They 

fail to fully appreciate the political strength and positive gain 

of ministries work. Their critiques are generally unfavorable so 

that their research is often seen as negative to ministr·ies acti-

vities. Such a situation does not favor ministry officials calling 

for African academics for research. 
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Interactions between African academics -and government officials 

are also hampered by an other factor. Government officials say 

that they have some sensitive information that should be kept se-

cret and they are not sure national researchers will keep such 

sensitive information secret once it is made available to them in 

the context of their research. 

All of the above factors cause some government officials to pre-

fer dealing with international experts, organizations and donors, 

because these will not be as critical as national researchers and 

they are likely to keep secret all sensitive information provided· 

to them. 

b) CB: educational key players ·need to be ·sensitized 

Capacity building in educational research requires an effort of 

se.nsltizat·ion dlrected to· educational key players, .such as govern-

ment officials, classroom teachers, parents and HGOs. There is a 

real need for lobbying in order to create a positive attitude for 

research usefulness on the part of all key players and particular-

ly government officials and classroom teachers. Such an effort 

should be a genuine component of educational researchers• role if 

they want to survive as researchers in a world of highly competing 

forces. 
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Working within these parameters, African -academics are expected 

to lobby and to get the politicians as well as other key players 

to look at research as an essential component of ·both education 

development and national development 

c) The atrophy factor and the brain drain 

Many African academics received a high quality education, at the 

highest levels (master and Ph.D. degrees), in very distingaished 

Western institutions of higher education. But -ten years after they 

are back home, they are almost back to square zero with regard to 

scientific skills and knowledge. What can be done to avoid such a 

wastege ? 

Furthermore, many of those highly qualified African people trained 

to work for African development, tend to run away at the first 

opportunity in search for an other environment where they can bet-

ter work and live. What can be done to stop such a damaging brain 

drain ? 

For many participants this two-fold issue has nothing to do with 

African academics as individuals. The brain drain and the scienti-

fic atrophy are not to be separated from the wide economic, poli-

tical and social environment (the whole system) in which they li-

ve. 
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~o •atter how qualified African academics are, no matter how solid 

their scientific background is, there are some conditions and a 

research space that are deemed to be conducive to research acti-

vity and which are crucially lacking in many African environments: 

o Personal safety is -not guaranteed in many African 

societies; 

o Lack and deficiency of research infrastructures; 

o Basic survival needs being hardly met within 

researchers' living environment; 

o Heavy teaching duty carried by African academics. 

All the above factors constitute the realities in which African 

academics live and which remove them from the research and scien-

tific world, in addition to contributing either to their scienti-

.fic atrophy or to their running away before the atrophy factor 

arises. 

Some other participants believed that working for development 

within the countries rather than abroad was, at least partly, a 

matter of consciousness Ca matter of personal ethics) on the part 

of individual researchers. Without making any judgement, they 

argued that all those who ran away are not necessarly those who 

could not manage to survive within the above mentioned realities. 

There is, at least partly, a matter of individual determination, a 

question of "To be or not to be". 
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For others again, the gap between training·coatezt abroad and 

working·contert in the countries is so great that it takes a high 

degree of creativity for many ·African academics to operate proper-

ly and be productive when they are back home. 

d) CB: a shift ,from· individual to teaaworking researchers 

There was a widespread recognition of the fact that the concept 

of CB should be focussed not on individual researchers as it was 

conceived in the past but rather on teamworking ability develop-

ment. CB investment in educational research should be made with 

priority to collective, institutional ·trai:ning <institutional 

strengthening) rather than individuals training. Training educa-

tional researche·rs for CB should be based on pertine·nt issues in 

regard to the country, on teamwork spirit, as well as on· creati-

vity. 

e) African research networking: a need for a genu'ine 

dynamics by African. 

Building networks among African educational researchers was consi-

dered by many participants as another approach to CB in educatio-

nal research. 
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The following were cited among examples of networking to be fol-

lowed and improved: ROCARE CR,seau Ouest et Centre Africain pour 

la Recherche en Education); AAS (African Academy of Science); ACTS 

(African Centre for Technology Studies). 

However, for networking to be permanent and viable, it has been 

stressed that it should be essentially inner-Q.riven. The desire to 

networking should really originate from local or regional resear-

chers. In other words, there should be really a genuine desire on 

the part of African educational researchers to collaborate within 

their countries and accross national boundaries in order to shift 

the balance of the dynamics more towards the researchers themsel-

ves and away from donor-driven processes. Preferably, there should 

be not only inner-destre to collaborate but also some concret 

actions or common undertakings towards such an objective. 

If networking was found to be a good strategy for CB in educatio-

nal research, inner-driven networking was found to be the best 

approach to avoid dependancy to donor agencies, and to ensure the 

networking continuity after the donor has moved out. 

f) Training AAs· within African universities: a strategy for 

CB 
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While so many African researchers are trained abroad, there are 

some African universities which have graduate programmes (master 

and Ph.D.), but no effort is made to develop them. ·Whether the 

programme is available in 

tend to include foreign 

the country or in the region, donors 

training in their packages and African 

countries have to take it. Such a policy of automatically allowing 

Afr lean master and doctorate candidates to_ go abroad should be 

questioned. From the viewpoint of many participants, training 

within the country or the region, at least partly (split degrees), 

will be of more benefit to Africa. For example, such an approach 

was judged by some participants to be likely to keep African aca-

demics away from illusions created by the training context (ab-

road) and stimulate the creativity which is needed to -perform in 

an African working context. 

Master and Ph.D. programmes in African universities which are able 

to offer them should be encouraged, promoted and strengthened. 

There should be a policy to keep candidates to these programmes in 

African universities offering them, 

should be made to strengthen them. 

and at the same time efforts 

A participant stressed this 

need in ·the following terms: "Whatever it takes, we should analyse 

and find strategies to keep people within their countries." 
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2.4 COHCLUDIHG REMARKS AHD SUMMARY 

·Based on the presentations and on comments made about them, the 

answers to the question asked to the speakers can be summarized as 

follows. 

A. What does CB mean in edacat-ional research in Africa ? 

Educational research CB in Africa is a complex and a multi-facet 

process. The following are some of its dimensions provided by the 

presenters and the participants: 

a> HRD, meaning that CB requires training highly qualified 

senior researchers; 

b) Full utilization of those senior researchers already 

available; 

c) Developing research infrastructures, a research condu-

cive context; 

d) Developing creativity in terms of capacity to evolve new 

research framework, new designs and research methodolo-

gies; 

e) Developing mechanisms to promote demands for research, 

research findings dissemination and -research findings 

utilization; 

f) A process that should be connected to local realities, 

resources and constraints. 
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B. How is it b•pleaented and practiced by various players ? 

No·t only is the CB in educational research a complex reality but 

its practice and its implementation also require a combination of 

strategies, the following being some of them: 

a) Training more researchers and a new type of researcher. 

By new type of researcher it is meant ··that: 

o The researcher has a solid background on African 

issues and realities; 

o The researcher has a flexible training and is able 

to interact with other researchers, as well as with 

other key players in edncation; 

o The researcher is capable of performing not only in 

training context (abroad) or in artificial context 

created by projets (in the countries) but also, and 

more importantly, in real African context; 

0 The researcher's role extends beyond research 

conducting and research findings dissemination to 

include research findings utilization and lobbying, 

sensitizing or activist role among educational 

players. 
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b) ·Extending research community to outside university re-

searchers: individual and collective CNGOs) researchers 

interested in and able to do educational research; 

c) Developing teamworking and inner-driven networking among 

African educational researchers; 

d) Developing and promoting training within the countries 

and ·the region; 

e) Developing mechanisms aimed at stopping, or at least 

diminishing, brain drain; 

f) Investing more in institutional training (institutional 

strengthening) rather than individual traintng C isolated 

individuals training); 

g) Investing in research environment improving and streng-

thening. 
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Chapter III.· COLLABGRATI-OH AHD PARTHERSHIP 

3.1 CHAIRPERSOll'S BACKGROUHD PRESEN!ATIOH: ·SUMMARY 'AND· THE. 

'UHDERLYIHG ·QUESTIOH. (Chairperson: Richard Maclure) 

Having had an overview of educational research in the context and 

the constraints of Sub-Saha·ran Africa .(chapt:ers 1 and 2), now is 

the time to look at the future, to consider where we go from here. 

What should characterize different players• relationship in educa-

tional research process, at the different levels (local, national, 

regional and international) ? What do collaboration and ·partner-

ship mean for African players ? What would you advice CIDA, IDRC 

and canadian universities to do in the future ? Where do we 90 

from here on ? These are the introductory questions the chair-

person asked. They were followed by the presentation of some rea-

1 i ties that should be kept in· mind. The most important of them 

may be summarized in the following way. 

·Hew ideas to be implemented in an old ·system 

In the 

FUTURE 

Canadian new development assistance policy, SHARING OUR 

(1988), CIDA stated that the old area of donor-recipient 

relation has died and has been replaced by the concepts of inter-

dependancy and cooperation; that equity, mtttual respect and part-

nership should characterize North-South relations. 
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However, the real context in which these new ideas are being inve-

sted has not changed. It has been and still is characterized by 

the pattern of one partner giving money and teaching and the other 

partner receiving money and learning. In such a context, the agen-

da of much ·educational research in education systems has been and 

still is donor-driven and a great deal of time on part the of 

African ministry officials is spent in respo~in9 to international 

aid agencies requirements. 

Encoa·ra9in9 trends 

In Canada, for the past 3 or 4 years, CIDA had made some progress 

regarding collaboration. First, -decentralization. By decentrali-

zing its operations, CIDA gave more autonomy to its regional of-

ficers so that they ca.n negociate more equitably with local offi-

cers. Second, diversification of Canadian players. CIDA Canadian 

partners are now recruited not only among Canadian universities 

but also among non-government organizations <NGOs) as well as the 

business community. This has been done based on the assumption 

that universities with their research expertise, NGOs with their 

grassroot orientation and the business community with its entre-

preneurship skills are in the best position to establish genuine 

linkages and partnership with other sectors -in developing world. 
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The IDRC, on its part, has kept its tradition of setting its re-

search assistance policy on a basis of dialogue with researchers 

in Third World regions. All these are genuine trends on the part 

of AID agencies. 

Constraints 

These ideas are being carried out and these trends are taking 

place and have to be sustained in an unfavorable socio-economic 

and political context. The first unfavorable factor is the world 

recession. Within the context of recession, there is a problem of 

resources limitation. This scarcity of resources has been exacer-

bated by a second unfavorable factor, the grow"ing number of reci-

pient countries, among which many east-European countries that 

have been liberated from communism. The conflicting interests of 

donor countries constitute a third unfavorable factor. These coun-

tries have to fight two battles at the same time. On one hand they 

have their own internal socio-economic problems that need to be 

addressed; on the other hand, they have to sustain Third World 

development assistance. 

Given these conflicting situations, development assistance has 

become a very much competitive business both internationally and 

intra-nationally. 
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Possible scenarios: 

From the above considerations, the process of implementing and 

institutionalizing new collaborative associations is expected to 

be immensely difficult. Here are some possible scenarios at both 

national and international levels. 

At the national level, the first scenario may be the following: 

On one hand, collaboration and partnership may be simply, a mecha-

nism devised to mask the fragile dynamism of the state and minis-

try of education. On the other band, it may be a means of shifting 

the financial burden of education to parents and communities, 

without genuine involvement in decision-making. T.be alternative 

scenario, which is also possible and which is needed form now on, 

may be to make sure that collaboration and partnership represent a 

genuine trend towards decentralization of decision-making and 

implementation, towards a system ·where schools are all accountable 

to communities, where parents and communities have some say on the 

way the school is run, and where -teachers have some say on school 

policy and curriculum. 

At the international level, the first scenario may be the follo-

wing. Talks on collaboration and partnership may serve to mask an 

international tendency of donor agencies to coopt certain politi-

cians, government officials and researchers more effectively, to 
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justify international inte·rventi-onist and directive policies which 

rebound the advantages and interests of domestic, political and 

economical environments of donor countries. The alternative sce-

nario here may be that, in fact, the notions of partnership and 

collaboration mean a genuine inclination and ef£or·ts on the part 

of donors towards flexibility, to try to accommodate a multitude 

of different systems and world views. In other: words, donor agen-

cies may genuinely try to transfer the dynamic· of planning and 

decision-making regarding the use of their own funds, and to 

genu-inely engage researchers and pol icy-makers in the pol icy-

making process of aid agencies. And that means a shift in the 

prevailing configuration of power,- which is not easier given 

domestic constraints. 

This background presentation led to the following underlying ques-

tion: What are the new and useful collaborative approaches ·in edu-

cational research and how do we move this process along, both at 

national and international scale ? 
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3.2 POIHTS RAISED BY THE SPEAKERS 

3.2.l From an acadeaic perspectlve (Jean Hoisset, ·Laval 

University, Quebec, Canada) 

Recalling the education situation in Sub-Saharan Africa, the 

speaker summarized it as being characterized by the following 

factors; 

o Lack and/or deficiency of articulation among different 

educational -players: governments, local authorities, 

local communities, donor agencies); 

o Lack or deficiency of the education priorities, goals 

and objectives definition process; 

o Tight control of educational priorities, goals and obje-

ctives definition process on the part of donor agencies 

and other foreign players; 

o Irrelevance of education and educational research prio-

rities with regards to current societal needs; 

o Lack of functional link among national players: govern-

ments, local . autho-rities, educational institutions and 

local communities; 

o When educational research is relevant to current socie-

tal needs, its findings are not utilized to guide edu-

cational development. 
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he stated the need, the urgent need 

relations among different players in 

African education and educational research. Then he stated the 

guiding principle of such a re-articulation process: the conver-

gent interventions of different key players. 

According to such a principle, the terms of re_ference in education 

projects and education research projects should be defined by all 

the key players, but with predominance being given to recipient 

countries players. The following citation somewhat illustrates 

such a position: 

"La d'finition et le choi:x des objectifs et des priorit's en 'du-

cation et en recherches 'ducatives rel•vent de l'ensemble des par-

tenaires en 'ducation et en recherche, y compris les bailleurs de 

·fonds; bien que ceci ne soi t pas leur role premier." 

For the speaker, governments and government organizations should 

assume the leadership and coordination role in education priori-

ties definition and delivery process. Local authorities and com-

munities, on their part, should collaborate to the whole process 

and, specifically, they should contribute, in different ways, to 

funding resources diversification. Donor agencies should collabo-

rate and assume the advisor role. 
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The speaker ended up by citing an example of collaboration ·which 

did not really succeed for many reasons, but which still is, from 

his viewpoint, a good model to be retried. The suggested model was 

"Le projet ouest-africain de formation des chercheurs en 'duca-

tion". 

This model was run in two phases. At the firs_t phase, it was hos-

ted by the executive agency, Laval University (Quebec, Canada). 

The delivered training combined research methodologies, education 

theories, A·frican realities and current educational problems, from 

which thesis topics were to be selected. At the second phase, the 

.project was transferred in Africa and hosted by one of the reci-

pient countries: the Togo, at Lom,. There, graduates from the 

first phase, helped by academics from Laval University, took the 

responsibility of training other African educational researchers. 

However, the speaker omitted to give some lessons learned from 

such an apparently good model, especially the factors that caused 

it to fail; and the participants omitted to ask for such informa-

tion during the discussion period. 

3.2.2 From a decision-maker perspective 

University of Botswana> 

<Anthony Hopkin, 
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The speaker spoke about current problems concerning the relation-

ship between educational research and policy-making. These pro-

blems represent important issues of the partnership between re-

searchers and policy-makers. He summarized those problems into 

what he called the four BPs. 

a) Be Proapt ·<BP> 

According to this BP, researchers should realize that they have to 

deliver on time the findings of the research they do for decision-

making. They should realize that the·y are answerable to decision-

makers not only in terms of quality of their work, but also in 

terms of time they take to do it . 

.. As far as I see it, the speaker said, 'the academic time means 

NEVER ... 

b) Be ·Pertinent <BP) 

Researchers should realize that what decision-makers need are 

answers to the questions being researched upon, and not what they 

are interested in. For the speaker, many academics delight in 

knowing a lot about very little. They should stop wasting time 

with irrelevant issues and ideas. 
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c) Be Practical CBP) 

Policy-makers are faced with practical problems. What they need 

are practical solutions. Researchers should realise that when they 

are asked for research, what is needed is practical and usable 

knowledge. This means that when asked to answer a practical edu-

cational problem, they should stop dealing with too many unpracti-

cal and unappliable knowledge. 

d) Be Polite (-BP) 

No matter how senior and how expert they are, researchers should 

realise that they are not e:x:empt from being polite towards 

policy-makers who ask them for research. Put simply, policy-makers 

need ·to be respected by researchers . 

3.2.3 .From a donor's perspective -(Patricia Miaro, Education 

and Training Section, CIDA, Canada) 

a) The context of partnership at CIDA: a brie·f introduc-tion 

Two features constitute the main areas of CIDA educational inter-

ventions or projets: Cl) ins-titu·tional strengthening and (2) 

human resource development CHRD). 
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Those two features are put forward in a vast context whose essen-

tial characteristics required by CIDA are: 

o Globalization of world relationship; 

o Interdependance among people in the world; 

o Democratization of -recipient countries; 

o Gradual importance of private sector contribution; 

o Gradual limitation of financial re-sources and personnel; 

o Importance of participation. 

As to participation, it is required not only among Third World 

partners but also among Canadian taxpayers. Canadian society wants 

to have a say on the way aid programmes are conceived and deli-

vered. That is the context in which partnership is taking place. 

b > Partnership defined· and classified 

:Partnership is a quite complex concept. 

classified in different ways. As defined 

partnership is: 

It has been defined and 

by CIDA policy branch, 

"A relationship between two social entities called partners, in 

which decisions, human and financial resources, information and 

experience are mutually shared based on equitable arragements 

regarding trust, accountability and exchanges." 
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Partnership might be classified according to different criteria. 

Here is a type of classification based on two criteria: the mis-

sion of the partner and the geographic location of the partner. 

o Based on the location, there may be: 

·North-North partnership: between educational 

players in the North. For instance, CIDA with its 

canadian partners. 

South-South partnership: involving educational 

.players in the South. For instance, partnership 

between two universities of the Third World. 

North-South partnership: ·between educational 

players in the North and their counterparts in the 

South. 

o According to their mission, partners in education may 

be: 

Governments and government organizations; 

Hon-Government organizations CNGOs); 

Non-government institutions (Universities); 

Bilateral or multilateral agencies; 

Private sector, etc. 
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c > Conditions ·for partnership to emerge 

For a genuine partnership to emerge, several conditions are re-

quired. The following are the most crucial rules selected and 

presented by the speaker a-nd which have to be observed for real 

partnership to happen. 

o· Sharing rule: Partners should share responsibilities and 

authority, knowledge and experiences, they should share 

information, resources and benefit... at different 

phases of the project. 

o Coapatibility and co-on goals and- objectives rule: 

Partnership is facilitated by a set of common or at 

least compatible goals, objectives and strategies agreed 

upon in advance by all the partners. 

o Participation and involveaent ·ru·le: Partnership is like-

ly to happen if all the partners are actively involved, 

are given the opportunity to participate to decision-

making, project planning, execution and evaluation. 

o Dialogue, mutual trust and respect rule: To be equita-

ble, partnership must be based on the trust and mutual 

respect among partners. 



From the outset, the 

strong points and the 

relationship. 
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partners should define both the 

weak points they bring to the 

o -Roles a·nd responsibilities de·finition ··rule: A clear and 

precise definition of the role and responsibili·ties of 

each partner (clear te·rms of refere~ce) at the ou·tset of 

a partnership relation facilitates the implementation of 

the project to the mutual benefit of the partners. 

d) Lessons learned a·t ·CIDA· rega-rding partnership 

At CIDA, 

since the 

the concept 

begining 0£ 

of partneship 

the eighties. 

has been around for a while, 

For the last twelve years, 

there has been more and more emphasis on partnership. From project 

evaluation a-nd monitoring, there has been a lot of lessons learned 

at CIDA regarding partnership. The following are some of the most 

important lessons learned that caused partnership projects to 

succeed: 

o ·Mutual benefit: A partnership project needs to be de-

signed to benefit both partners. This means that each 

partner has to spell out what is its expected benefit. 

o Concrete objectives: A partnership project is likely to 

succeed when it has specific and concret objectives, 
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such as: enhancement of research, of teachin9 programs, 

enhancement of management capacity, of community servi-

ces and outreach, of pol icy development and planning ... 

o .Top aanagement comaitaent: Even if it is an initiative 

of a professor, there is a need for top management com-

mitment. Linkage arrange-ments are li_kely to be more ef-

fective and sustainable if they move from the personal 

to the institutional level. 

o Large basis involve9ent ·and· participation: The expe-

rience has shown that the larger the basis of involve-

ment and participation at both Canadian and Third World 

partner institution, the more likely the project is to 

succeed, to grow, and have ·multiplier effects. 

o Mutual exchange of players: When designed, the project 

should make provisions so that there are opportunities 

to develop links, trust and goodwil. The exchange of 

players should be from both sides. This means that not 

only Canadians have to visit the partner institution and 

work in it, teach and do reseacrh, but also Third World 

institution partners should be given the same opportu-

nity. 
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e) Challenges for CIDA in regard to partnership· 

1'o help to develop genuine partnership among Canadi·an and Third 

World educational players, CIDA has many challenges, of which the 

most obvious and 11rgent are the following: 

o Cba-llenge regarding consultation·~chanisa: CIDA should 

establish and strengthen consultation mechanisms to 

facilitate its consultation with both -Canadian and Third 

World partners. 

o Challenge regarding the choice-and training of partner: 

The Canadian partners have to be selected, contracted 

out. As CIDA bas its orientation, its way ·of doing 

things, the selected and contracted partners need to be 

trained. They have to learn CIDA policy and orientation 

as well as its way of doing things. 

o Challenge regarding sharing· experiences: Good expe-

riences and good project evaluation findings regarding 

partnership are not shared by all partners. CIDA should 

find and improve ways of sharing these experiences and 

evaluation findings with all its partners, both Canadian 

and Southern. 
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o Challenge regarding time.frame: Given the variety of its 

partners and the complexity of partnership issues in the 

projects, given that the dynamics of partnership requi-

res time, time dimension should be taken into account. 

CIDA faces a challenge of changing· its timeframe for 

doing things. 

From an academic's perspective (Magdalene Juma, Kenyatta 

University) 

According to the speaker, collaboration and partnership are old 

.habits in many African universities, especially at Kenyatta Uni-

versity. These collaborative efforts have been occuring for seve-

ral years and in many ways: 

o Researchers from developed countries have worked close-

ly with African experts and strengthening their capa-

city; 

o Collaborative efforts have supported publications of 

studies by African institutions or networks; 

o Students from developing countries have taken benefit of 

partnership in terms of further education in developed 

countries universities (master and Ph.D. degrees); 

o Collaborative efforts have supported participation of 

African scholars at professional meetings abroad. 
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All this has given African researchers the opportnnity to share 

experiences with their connterparts abroad. However, there is a 

need, and there is room for improvement. Indeed, sometimes: 

o Priority areas of research do not necessarily meet 

priority needs and demands of African partners; 

o Exchange of experts is a one way pr_ocess. Experts from 

developed countries come to developing countries and 

scholars from the Third World are not given the same 

opportunity to visit and work in the -Westhern partner 

institntion. And when they do, they are not treated in 

the same way. 

The speaker suggested some strategies that should help real part-

nership emerge: 

o Encouraging usefull collaboration and partnership among 

African researchers themselves, African researchers and 

policy-makers, African researchers and educational prac-

titioners. 

o Sensitizing central and local authorities as well as 

local community to the value of research in development. 

o Diversifying sources of research funds in order to 

reduce overdependence on donor agencies. 
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This can be done, for instance, by attracting private orga-

nizations in African countries and assisting them to find out 

how research can help and by motivating them to use local or 

regional university resources to respond to 

needs. 

their research 

3. 3 QUESTIOHS AHD COHMEHTS ··RAISED ··DURING THE· f>ISCUSSlOH 

There was no time enough for the participants to discuss on diffe-

rent issues raised by the four presentations. However, it seems 

interesting, in such a report, to mention the most important of 

them, whether they were fully discussed or not. 

a> Overloaded agendas 

International collaboration and international research projects 

have too many masters to serve. They have to satisfy various and 

even conflicting interests: the needs of Canadian institutions, of 

African institutions, of local governments; the needs of interna-

tional donors and those of community at large. A lot of masters, a 

lot of priorities to load on to a given project or a given colla-

loration intervention. This raises the cricial question of whose 

in·terest, whose agendas come first. Being pulled in many direc-

tions, the project itself encounters many difficulties. This com-

plexity of the situation deserves recognition. 
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b) Universi·ty and grassroot developaent 

According to a recent evaluation of educational institutions pro-

gramme CEIP) at CIDA, generally speaking, Canadian partnership 

projects with the Third World institutions were found to be very 

successful! when they dealt with research, curriculum development 

or training. But they were not found successful! at all when dea-

ling with the needs at the grassroot level, the broader community 

objectives. Based on such a state of affairs, participants were 

wondering if the universities and higher education institutions, 

as elitist creations, were the appropriate mechanisms for grass-

root development. Then came the question of how those institutions 

can be made to address those areas. "What can be done to enable, 

to empower these institutions to deal effectively with grassroot 

development ?", a participant asked. Such a debate partly justi-

fies, for some participants, NGOs in educational research. 

c) Is sustainability an achievable goal ? 

The whole notion of sustainability was questioned. Year after 

year, money is pured in to achieve sustainability; but as yet, it 

does not suggest much institution sustainability. So increasingly 

donor agencies are wondering if Third World· institutions will ever 

become sustainable. "When can we start reducing the aid flow ?", a 

participant asked. 
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d) Are autual benefit and pri<>rity consensa·s a·ttainable ? 

Also critized were the concepts of mutaal benefit and priority 

needs consensus requirement. Recognizing that partners have 

different constraints, different interest, different systems of 

accountability, different agendas, different cultures and situa-

tions, participants· were wondering if it will. ever be possible to 

arrive at a consensus whereby mutual 

collaboration; if it will be possible 

shing consensus of priority needs. 

benefit can be taken from 

to find a ·way of establi-

e) Partnership: a aulti-faced concept 

The partnership was judged 

has to be developed and 

to be a complex reality. The concept 

promoted in different dimensions: Cl) 

intra-national and intra-regional partnership, (2) interdiscipli-

nary partnership, (3) South-North partnership and even (4) part-

nership among donors agencies. 

IHTRA:-HATIONAL A:HD INTRA-REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP· 

For many participants, the type of partnership which is crucially 

needed and which is lacking is the partnership among Third 'World 

researchers themselves (South-South partnership). 
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In the case of is essentially the intra-national and 

that is needed. To improve research 

skills and capaciies, African scholars should collaborate natio-

intra-regional 

Africa, it 

partnership 

nally and regionally and exchange research experiences. There is a 

need, for instance, for interaction among African educational ins-

titutions and civil institutions, among French speaking universi-

ties themselves, among English speaking universities themselves, 

and between the universities of the two blocks. There should be 

dialogue, cooperation and exchanges among Sub-Saharan African 

institutions and researchers. 

During the whole seminar and especially during the third session, 

this crucial need for South-South partnership or regional coope-

ration among educational players was repeatedly stated by many 

participants. One participant stressed it as follows: 

6 What is true 

development of 

themselves." 

and what we 

Africa will 

should realise is that the 

have to be done by Africans 

However, it has been noted that many donor agencies are not very 

interested in supporting and promoting this needed internal part-

nership. They fail to realise that to have an impact on African 

development, South-North partnership should empower oversea part-

ners to make linkages among them. 
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THE llEED ·FOR ·IHTERDISCI·PLINARY PARTNERSHIP 

The problems in education are not all specific to this sector. 

Indeed, most crucial decisions related to 

cation sector are taken by the ministry of 

or affecting the edu-

economics or by the 

director of central bank. Based on this reality, some participants 

stated that partnership in education should involve other disci-

plines. The involvement, in educational partnership, of other 

people such as union leaders, people from other disciplines might 

produce a real difference. 

Thus, in addi-tion to being developed and promoted among educa-

tion players, education institutions and educational researchers, 

edutional partnership should be promoted to different non-

educational institutions and people outside the education sector. 

PARTHERSHIP BETWEEN CAHA·DIAN AND SUB-SAHARAN AFRICAN ·IHSTITUTIONS 

If partnership among people facing the same problems, the same 

constraints and living in almost the same conditions CSouth-

South partnership) was judged the most important by many partici-

pants, South-North partnership was found to be ve·ry necessary and 

usefull as well as enriching. African educational players do have 

much to learn from those people who, at some moment of their his-

tory, had faced similar problems and found their way out. 
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PARTNERSHIP AHD COLLABORATION AMOHG·OOHGR ·AGEHCIES 

Partnership and collaboration for African development need to be 

promoted not only within the region, but also among the aid agen-

cies. To be viable, research partnership, research collaboration 

or research networks in education cannot rely on one donor agency. 

If, on the part of African countries, there is a need for regional 

collaboration, there is also a need for convergent interventions 

in regional projects, on the part of donor agencies. 

f > ·African centres of excellence as strategy for partner-

ship: for or against ? 

In the context of regional cooperation, one of the various strate-

gies suggested to create educational research capacity in Africa 

was the creation of centres of excellence located in the region. 

Certain African universities have been offering Ph.D. programmes 

in education. Instead of sending African students and researchers 

abroad, some of those programmes might be first ·strengthened then 

fed with African students and researchers in education. This will 

create local capacity in educational research while keeping people 

within their region. This will also help to develop partnership, 

especially intra-regional or South-South partnership. 
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However an unfavorable factor to this suggestion is the political 

instability that characterizes many African countries. When the 

centres of excellence are located in Africa, there is no guarantee 

that in case of political instability in the hosting country they 

will not be destroyed by the belligerents or hijacked by any na-

tional leaders and put under their exclusive control. 

g > The need for acadeaic re fugy centres 

There are ma·ny ethnic, internal conflicts, clvil wars going on in 

the continent. As a consequence to this, there is a large number 

of displaced academics who often end up leaving their countries 

and taking refugy in the West where some of them cannot even find 

a job in their field of specialization and are confined to live on 

the welfare. Given this fact, a participant was wondering if it 

was possible to establish academic refugy centres for displaced 

African academics where they can live and work for African deve-

lopment instead of being dispersed in Vestern type of institution. 

h) Entrepreneurship and informal sector in Africa: A 

proaissing opportunity for educational research 

The African economy is characterized by a dualist labor market mo-

del where the prevailing modern or formal sector of the economy is 

increasingly complemented by the growing in~ormal sector. 
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In such a context it·seems increasingly unaccep-table for the edu-

cation system to be essentially linked to the needs of the modern 

sector which is increasingly becoming unable to absorb more than a 

very small proportion of the economically active workforce. Ins-

tead of exclusively being linked to the lftodern sector (which pre-

pares young people to wage-employement), the education system 

should also prepare many young people to se~£-employaent by tea-

ching them entrepreneurship skills. The African education system 

should go beyond the formal schooling to include the non-formal 

education or the system of skills and knowledqe acquisition 

outside the boundaries of the school system. 

However at the moment this promissing sector is neglected. Very 

little is known of it. Simply put, entrepreneurship, informal 

sector and non-formal education should be an important area of 

educational research. 

i) The need to know 110re about the already existing good 

projects 

In some African countries such as Kenya successfull experiences 

and projects on partnership are operating with IDRC assistance. 

These projects which seem to be working well need to be analysed 

and evaluated to find out what might be the implications for edu-

cation in both formal and non-formal sector. This is an area where 

applied educational research will be of great use. 
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j) Educational research projects i·n Africa: some advices 

Research projects in education 

they are not monolithic in any 

in Africa should be made so that 

way. It is worth keeping in mind 

that research does not mean funded research; neither does it ·mean 

full-time research or big project research. 

Funded research is not the only type o·f research needed. All the 

research activities do not need to be funded. The need for funded 

research is obvious but it should not hamper · the wide range of 

non-funded research activities the education researchers and pra-

ctitioners can engage in to improve educational process. Educa-

tional researchers and practitioners should be encouraged to con-

duct non-funded educational research. 

Educational research may be conducted both on a full-time basis 

and on a part-time basis. There is a need for full-time staff 

engaged in educational research; but this is not always possible. 

Whatever the situation, full-time research should be complemented 

by part-time research. People in full-time non research position 

who are able to conduct research may be 9iven 9rants to do resear-

ch on part-time basis. By doing so there are no salary costs in-

volved. This can be a very fruitfull line of conducting research. 
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The worth of a research project has nothing to do with how big it 

is and how big is its grant. Edacational research may be conducted 

on a small project basis and be very usefull. Vithout denying the 

usefullness of big educational projects, emphasis was put on the 

importance of small projects which were judged to be manageable 

and more likely to succeed. Accordingly, mega-projects were decla-

red unappropriate to educational research and considered as things 

to be avoided. 

k > The need for academic freedom 

Another element that has been stressed within the context of part-

nership is the question of academic freedom. In Africa, the lack 

of freedom is among the major constraints in the production of new 

knowledge and innovations. Basic freedom has been absent within 

many African societies. 

freedom, freedom to express 

alternatives. 

There is a need for freedom, academic 

different views and to come up with 

However in the last few years this space seems to be opening up 

in a few countries. But how can partnership widen the space of 

freedom so that African researchers can effectively contribute to 

the solutions of development problems ? 
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1) Changing attitudes about training in an other African 

country 

Training within African countries has been judged to be a good 

strategy for both capacity building and intra-regional partnership 

development. However, there are many barriers that limit the use 

of training in Africa. The most important of them is the psycholo-

gical barrier. Africans themselves have negative attitude in re-

gard to training "aade in Africa•. So, if training in Africa is to 

succeed as a strategy of capacity building and intra-regional col-

laboration and partnership, there is a need to change attitude 

about it. Training should be valued based on its own worth and no 

matter where did it happen. African people should see training in 

another African country or in their own country as a positive 

element and an element of building into the future. 

3.4 COllCLUDillG REMARKS AHD SUMMARY 

Two features can be dirived from both the presentations on educa-

tional research partnership in Africa and the comments made about 

them: First, the multi-dimensional nature of partnership and 

second, the major ingredients of a successful partership. These 

two features are the essential concluding elements of this theme. 
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3.4.1 Partnership: a aulti-diaensional reality 

Based on the presentations and the commentson them, partnership 

can be defined as: 

A relationship between two or more social entities called part-

ners. It aims at partners' mutual benefits and implies sharing 

decisions, human and financial resources, information and expe-

riences as well as responsiblities. It is based on equitable 

arrangements regarding trust, accountability and exchanges. 

Partnership involves a variety of people: people in education and 

those outside the education field; people in the same country and 

region or those in different countries and regions; people from 

the North and those from the South; people in the same positions 

(for instance aid agencies amo-ng them, or developing countries 

among them> or those in different and complementary positions 

(South-North partners); people from different sectors (public or 

private sectors, profit or non-profit sectors>. 

For many participants, there is a need to develop and promote all 

the types of partnership, but the most important of them should be 

the South-South partnership. 
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3.4.2 Major ingredients of successful partnership 

The following are the major ingredients of successful partnership 

in educational reseach in Africa, as derived from the·presenta-

tions and the comments made about them: 

a) Compatibility of partners' goals an~ objectives; 

b) Convergent interventions of different key players in 

education and at various levels of the research process; 

c) Clear and agreed upon definitions of education priori-

ties and objectives, of terms of reference and each 

partner's input; 

d) Fit between educational research and current education 

problems to be solved through partnership; 

e) Application of the sharing rule in each aspect of the 

intervention: sharing knowledge a·nd experiences; sharing 

resources and responsibilities; sharing benefits; 

f) Application of participation and involvement rule ·at 

both national and international levels, at each stage 

of the intervention cycle; 

g) Dialogue, mutual trust and respect between the partners; 

h) Inner-driven teamworking and networking among partners; 

i) Diversification of partnership funding resources; 

j) Top management commitment regarding the intervention; 

k) Flexiblility in regard to the timeframe. 
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CHAPTER IV. COHCLUSIOHS AHD SUGGESTIONS 

4 • 1 CONCLUSION-: ISSUES AGREED UPOH: 

With certain differences, participants agreed upon a series of 

issues. The most important o~ them can be synthetized as follows: 

a) The past experience did not work: Due to the complexity 

and the diversity of factors affecting education, the 

experience of education development conducted in the 

past has not been as successful as expected. 

b) Resources are · gradually diminishing: Resources to be 

expected from outside are going to be minimum. There is 

going to be limited resources flowing from the North to 

the South and, at the same time, major outflo·W of re-

sources through debt repayment and capital flight from 

the South to the North. 

c) Educational research does not receive enough recogni-

tion: The role of educational research as development 

tool is not always recognized by policy-makers. 
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d) Current educational research is irrelevant: Educational 

research currently done is irrelevant with regard to 

current education problems to be solved. It is essen-

tially done for researcher's own promotion as well as 

his/her recognition by peers. Thus, it is more theoreti-

cal than problem-oriented. 

e) Current educational research ou·tput is unaccessible: 

Research findings are not published. Even when publi-

shed, they are not popularized and utilised to solve 

education problems. 

f) African researchers are living· and working in harsh con-

ditions: As an individual educational researcher in 

Africa is living in survival conditions. As a research 

professional, be/she works in a fragile infrastructure, 

with plenty of environmental constraints. The working 

conditions ·are extremely less conducive to research 

activities. 

g) African universities were and still are ivory towers: 

African universities were and still are considered as 

separed ·from the society. University people had and 

still have no contact with grassroot people, with diffe-

rent local education players. They were extrovert. 
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h) African education was and still is conceived for and 

without the people: All the key players in education and 

its beneficiaries are not involved and do not participa-

te in all the stages of 'i·ntervention cycle. In addition 

there is a tight control on education and educational 

research agendas on the part of donor agencies. 

i) Currently existing research capacity ·is u·nderatil lzed: 

In terms of institutions or individual researchers, 

existing research capacity is being underutilized. On 

one hand international experts are being utilised while 

local experts with the same competence are available. On 

the other hand, training abroad is being used even if 

solid local and more adapted programmes are available. 

j) Astrophy factor coupled to brain drain reduces existing 

research capacities: The deficiency and the weakness of 

existing educational research capacity are being agrava-

ted by the growing number of qualified people who leave 

the countries in search for appropriate environments to 

work in and by the obsolescence and even the atrophy of 

aquired capacities of those who remain in the countries. 
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k) There are unexplored proaissing educational research 

areas: Indigenous knowledge, informal sector and non-

formal education, on which a growing number of people 

depend, remain neglected areas of research. 

1) .The need for new ways of doing things is evident: Things 

need to be done in a different and an efficient way. In 

other words, there is a need to· find out new ways of 

doing things which need to be done in the education 

sector. But what does this mean ? The point 4.2 will 

suggest answers to this question based on the presenta-

tions as well as comments about them. 

4. 2 SUGGESTIOHS: ··FOURTEEll ·POLI<:Y CHALLEHGES: 

Basic features of educational research challenges as derived from 

presentations, questions and comments may be summarized into four-

teen policy challenges, addressed to different key players. 

1. Fully utilizing existing senior researchers: Each African 

country has a certai·n number of highly qualified educational 

researchers. In their education or educational research pro-

jects, policy-makers and donor agencies should first look at 

this local research community before bringing in foreign 

experts with the same competence. 
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As far as those national or regional recognized experts are 

available, they should be given top priority when compared to 

foreign schoolars. This is a challenge for both policy-makers 

and donor agencies. 

2. Sensitizing key players on the iaportance of edacat-ional re-

search as development ·tool. If education_al research is going 

to have any impact at all on educational practice and policy-

making, African researchers will have to play a more complex 

role. Their duty should extend knowledge generation and dis-

mination to include a more activist role of sensitizing peo-

ple, and especially key players, to the importance of educa-

tional research as development tool. ·They should play an ad-

vocacy role to both practioners and policy-makers in terms of 

promoting the usefullness of educational research in educa-

tional problem solving. 

In addition to their traditional duty - knowledge generation 

and dissemination they should be commited to creating a 

positive attitude and a positive sense for research usefull-

ness; they should also be concerned ·by knowledge utilization. 

This is an exclusive challenge for African academics and 

researchers. 
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3. Keeping people within their country or region: While African 

countries are short of qualified educational researchers to 

contribute to their education development, there is a growing 

number of those needed experts who leave the continent in 

serach for other living and work-ing environments, especially 

in the West. African policy-makers and donor agencies should 

combine efforts to find ways of keeping people in their coun-

tries or regions. On the part of African researchers, there 

is a need to realize that, if one can manage to survive fi-

nancially and politically, working for development within the 

country (or the region) rather than abroad is the best and 

the most significant way of contributing to African develop-

ment. 

4. Developing h"igber education · ·prograames in education ·within 

African countries: Qualified people who are needed to deal 

with African education problems will be better trained in the 

context where those problems arise rather than abroad. This 

will help to keep the programmes context-centred. In addition 

to keeping people within African education realities, trai-

ning in Africa will contribute to diminishing brain drain. 

African governments, donor agencies and African academics 

should join their efforts to develop and promote higher edu-

cation programmes in Africa. 
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S. Developing and proaoting regional integration i-n education: 

Education problems facing Sub-Saharan African countries are 

basically similar. Thus, in some areas of education sector, 

where there is no need for each country to develop its own 

programme, regional interventions should be developped and 

promoted. This will be cost-effective for both donor and 

recipient countries. For instance, African centres of excel-

lence, which were suggested during the third session of the 

seminar, may be justified by such a policy. This is a chal-

lenge which addresses to policy-makers, donor agencies as 

well as educational researchers. 

6. Developing creativity skills among African ·researchers and 

practitioners: One of the most important critiques made to 

African education researchers and practitioners is the lack 

of innovative or creative skills. They perform well in the 

way and the context they were trained to do things. However, 

when facing an unusual context, they generally become unable 

to be productive. For instance a teacher will require to use 

the same teaching material as the ones he/she was trained 

with; and a researcher will require to use the research de-

signs he/she was trained to utilize. But the realities of 

African education require a lot of creativity on the part of 

researchers and practitioners. So, creativity is a big chal-

lenge for researchers as well as practitioners. 
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7. -Optimizing the use of available resources · or capacities in 

educational research.: Education and educational research re-

quire a lot of resources: financial and human resources, ma-

terials, equipments and other types of infrastructures. Given 

that in the African education context all those resources are 

scarce, there is a need to find ways of doing what needs to 

be done with limited resources. This is a challenge for re-

searchers, practitioners as well as decision-makers. In other 

words, available educational assets should be fully and effi-

ciently utilized at different levels. 

8. Developing partnership and networking: Given the complexity 

and the diversity of factors affecting the education sector, 

ther-e is a need to collabor-ate nationally, regionally and 

internationally with those people whose behavior affecte di-

r-ectly or indirectly the local education system. To be fruit-

full, this partnership or collaboration should start at the 

local level and extend to the national, the regional and the 

international levels. For some areas of common interest net-

working might be a good partnership strategy. This is a chal-

lenge which addresses to all the key players in African edu-

cation. Donor agencies are specifically challenged to encou-

rage and promote South-South partnership in addition to the 

traditional South-North collaboration. 
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However, it is worth realizing that to have any long lasting 

impact on African education, partnership and networking 

should be inner-driven, which means that they should be gene-

rated by a genuine African interest rather than by donors' 

available financial aid. And this is a challenge for African 

researchers and policy-makers. 

9. Diversifying funding resources: It has been realised that 

the traditional educational funding resources (governments 

and donor agencies) are increasingly becoming less and less 

able to adequately support the financial burden of the educa-

tion systems in Africa. Now is the time to look for, to find 

out and mobilise additional funding resources that may exist 

within each country or region. These might be private sector, 

community resources, and so on. African policy-makers and 

researchers are targeted by such a challenge. 

10. Enlarging educational research comnunity beyond the univer-

sity: Carrying out research is part of the fundamental mis-

sion of universities. However, while universities have a spe-

cific mandate to carry out research, they do not have a mono-

poly of research. 
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community who are 

qualified and willing to do educational research in Africa. 

Accepting and encouraging those people as educational resear-

chers is another challenge facing policy-makers and donor 

agencies. 

11. Developing part-i:cipation and ·involvi·ng ed:ucation ·key ··players: 

Decisions about education affect not only the school system 

but also the whole national life: economy, parents, health, 

agriculture, community life, etc. On one hand, at the natio-

nal level, opportunity to partici-pate should be given not 

only to education key players but also to all those who are 

affected directly or indirectly by the education system. They 

should have a say on the way education is conceived and deli-

vered. On the other band, at the international level, Afri-

can policy-makers, researchers and education practitioners 

should assume the leadership of educational interventions in 

their country. They should be involved in and participate to 

major international decisions affecting their education 

system. 

Promoting and encouraging genuine participation and involve-

ment in education decision-making are a challenge for all 

education players and specifically for donor agencies and 

African policy-makers. 
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12. Developing aechanisms for research findings publication, 

popularization and utilisation: To be of any practical use 

educational research findings should be made accessible to 

all those who need them for decision-making or problem sol-

ving. This means that if educational research is going to 

have any impact on decision-mak-ing and problem solving in 

education, the need to conduct educational research should be 

coupled with the need to find out and develop mechanisms 

which can facilitate research findings publication and popu-

larization. Donor agencies and African policy-makers should 

deal with this challenge. 

13. Exploring the unexplored educational 

traditional school system is a system 

research areas: The 

whereby young people 

are prepared to work in the formal sector of the-economy. 

However, in Africa, at the same time that the system is 

increasingly becoming unable to provide such a kind of edu-

cation to all those who need it, the formal sector of the 

economy is also becoming increasingly unable to supply all 

the school system graduates with jobs in terms of wage-

employments. In such a context, educational research should 

not be confined to problems concerning the traditional school 

system and the formal sector of the economy. 
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It should go beyond these old areas to include -the education 

process outside the· school system (non-formal education) and 

the informal sector of the economy, as well as indigenous 

knowledge used by ordinary people in their day after day 

life. Exploring this knowledge and integrating it to the 

content of the school system as well as to the whole educa-

tion system is a challenge for African researchers and 

academics. 

Improving 

last but 

researchers' living and 

not the least challenge 

working conditions: The 

faced by policy-makers 

concerns the improvement of living and working conditions of 

African researchers. Without tackling the problem, dealing 

with all the other challenges will be useless. Indeed all the 

other conditions will be unachievable or of no use unless 

researchers are in research conducive living and working 

space. 
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